ServiceMesh and Cryptsoft Lock Down the Cloud with Advanced
Key Management
Improve Cloud Security and Simplify Administration with KMIP-Compliant Key
Management
SANTA MONICA, Calif. – October 18, 2011 -- ServiceMesh, provider of the market-leading enterprise
cloud platform for Global 2000 companies, today announced that it has integrated Cryptsoft’s KMIPcompliant key management solution to provide secure, high-speed encryption key management for
the ServiceMesh Agility™ Platform. The integrated solution enables Agility Platform customers to
deploy workloads and data securely to private and public clouds using a broadly accepted industry
standard to securely manage encryption keys across multiple key stores and certificate authorities.
The Key Management Interoperability Protocol (KMIP), governed by OASIS, establishes a standard
for communication between encryption systems and key management systems to simplify
management and reduce operational cost.
"Security is at the forefront of every enterprise customer’s list of concerns about moving to cloud
computing,” said Tim Hudson, CTO at Cryptsoft. “The foundation for all security protocols is the
secure storage and management of cryptographic keys. By integrating Cryptsoft’s versatile KMIPcompliant solution into Agility Platform, enterprise customers can take advantage of secure key
storage through a simple, easy-to-use, common interface irrespective of which vendor’s key
manager is in use.”
The ServiceMesh Agility Platform helps enterprise customers unlock the business value of cloud
computing, including the empowerment of business units with self-service provisioning and
management of standardized and fully governed IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS offerings that improve
business agility and lower operating costs. The Agility Platform enables companies to manage the
lifecycle and delivery of these services, including governing and securing a company’s most sensitive
applications and data across internal and external clouds.
“Enterprise customers need comprehensive security solutions for their cloud initiatives,” said
Anthony Skipper, vice-president of infrastructure and security at ServiceMesh. “The Agility Platform
takes an end-to-end approach to cloud security that simplifies security enforcement across
instances, networks, data, and user access through automated security policies and zoned security
models. By leveraging security standards like KMIP we make these capabilities seamless and easy to
use, providing customers with a secure hybrid cloud environment.”
About ServiceMesh
ServiceMesh provides the industry’s only enterprise cloud platform that enable Agile IT operating
models for Global 2000 clients. ServiceMesh solutions consist of advisory services, market-ready IT
optimization strategies, and the ServiceMesh Agility Platform™ to automate and manage the
lifecycle of cloud-based, “everything-as-a-service” environments.

Enterprise customers select ServiceMesh to design and implement IT strategies that offer game
changing competitive advantages through a federation of internal and external IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, and
cloud service providers. Customers use the Agility Platform to automate their plan, build, share, and
run lifecycle with the security, governance, transparency, identity management, and policy control
required by large enterprises. Some of the world’s largest and most sophisticated companies in
financial services, health care, and other IT-intensive industries rely on ServiceMesh to realize
quantum improvements in business agility, lower operating costs, and to enable new business and
economic models that support their strategic business initiatives. To learn more, visit
www.servicemesh.com.
About Cryptsoft
Cryptsoft provides specialist products and services for software and hardware developers in the
areas of security system design, deployment, validation and interoperability. Cryptsoft is an industry
leader in key management, offering a range of innovative KMIP SDKs in C and Java for quickly and
securely implementing KMIP clients and KMIP servers. For more information see
http://www.cryptsoft.com/.
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